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A 5765 ANOMALY

The determination of the start of the Jewish calendar year 5765
involved an interesting calculation anomaly that occurs relatively
infrequently, but has now occurred twice in the last four years.

The standard methodology of determining the yearly calendar1 begins
with the calculation of the calendric mean conjunction2 for Tishri based
on the mean time between two successive calendric new moons (i.e. the
length of one lunation) being 29 days, 12 hours and 793 halakim.3 The
value calculated in this manner is known as the molad. Rosh ha-Shana is
on the day of the molad unless:

1) The molad of Tishri falls on Sunday, Wednesday or Friday
(ADU). In this situation, the start of Rosh ha-Shana is deferred to the
next day (Lo ADU Rosh).

2) The molad of Tishri is after 12 noon, molad zaken, on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday or Shabbat. In this situation, Rosh ha-Shana is
deferred to Tuesday, Thursday, Shabbat or Monday, respectively (i.e.,
the first non-ADU day).

Molad Tishri 5765 was approximately Tuesday 1:16 pm.4 Based on
the above rules, Rosh ha-Shana 5765 started on Thursday.

The starting day of year 5765 affects the calendars of both 5765
and 5764. To understand this, first note that lunar months are either 29
or 30 days in duration and a regular (i.e., non-leap) lunar year has
either 353, 354 or 355 days. More specifically, the month of Tishri is
always 30 days and subsequent months generally alternate in length
between 29 and 30 days.5 The only exceptions to the rule of alternating
months are Marheshvan and Kislev which can be:

1) Hasera—Both months are 29 days, and the year has 353 days,
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2) Ke-Sidran—Marheshvan has 29 days, Kislev has 30 days and the
year has 354 days, or

3) Shelema—Both months are 30 days, and the year has 355 days. 
To determine exactly how many days a particular year has, it is nec-

essary to calculate when it starts and ends. For example, for 5764 we
begin by determining Rosh ha-Shana in an analogous manner for that
described for 5765, i.e., the molad of Tishri is approximately Friday
4:27 am. Due to Lo ADU Rosh, Rosh ha-Shana is deferred until
Shabbat. Since 5764 starts on Shabbat and 5765 starts on Thursday,
then 5764 has 355 days, and the year is shelema. Had 5765 started on
Tuesday, 5764 would have 353 days and the year would be hasera.
Thus, deferring the start of 5765 affects the timing of all holidays and
fast days in the Jewish calendar starting with Hanukka 6 of 5764.

HALAKIM

As previously explained, we base our calendar calculations on a lunation
value of 29.5 days and 793 halakim. This number is given in Rosh ha-
Shana 25a:7

. . . R. Gamliel told them this is what I received from the house of my
father’s father the renewal of the moon is no less than twenty-nine and
a half days two thirds of an hour and seventy-three halakim.8

Note that the Gemara does not say that 29.5 days and 793 halakim
1) is an exact lunation value,
2) is the mean lunation value,
3) is to be used in kevi’at ha-hodesh calculations.
In this and the next section we will discuss the full import of the

statement by R. Gamliel and its implications to the kevi’at ha-hodesh
process.9

Although the Gemara never mentions the total number of halakim
in an hour, it is well accepted that it is 1080. Various reasons are given
for the choice of this value. Rambam (Mishne Torah, Zemanim, Hilkhot
Kiddush ha-Hodesh [KH] 6:2), says that it is based on the flexibility this
division offers in terms of expressing different fractions of an hour in
terms of whole integers, i.e., 1080 is divisible by all integers between
two and ten with the exception of seven.10,11 This reason alone, howev-
er, would not fully explain the choice of 1080 since the division of an
hour into 360 parts or 720 parts would display the same divisibility
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property as well.12 Arukh ha-Shulhan ha-Atid (1:97:4) says that this
division of the hour was also received at Sinai. Vilna Gaon (Kol Eliyahu-
Rosh ha-Shana 25a) offers the following explanation: 

According to this we can offer a reason for dividing the hour into 1080
halakim because 720 halakim is two thirds of an hour which leaves from
the 793 halakim, 73 halakim. If only seventy-two halakim had
remained we could have sufficed by dividing the hour into 15 parts, but
now that we have one additional helek in excess of seventy-two, we have
to divide the hour according to that helek which is one part of 1080. 

I.e., the hour was subdivided into 1080 halakim because, 1080 is the
smallest subdivision of an hour that allows the well known value of the
calendric mean conjunction to be expressed using only integers.13

29.5 DAYS AND 793 HALAKIM

As cited previously, the Gemara presents 29.5 days and 793 halakim
(29.5305941358 days to the nearest 10 decimal places) as a lower limit
for lunation.14 Rambam (KH 6:3) says that this figure refers to the mean
lunation, i.e., the length of any individual month can show considerable
variability. The actual time between two successive true conjunctions
ranges in the 20th and 21st centuries between approximately 29 days
6.5 hours, and 29 days 20 hours,15 and for the period 1000 BCE until
4000 CE, it ranges16 from a low of 29 days, 6 hours and 26 minutes (in
302 BCE) to a high of 29 days, 20 hours and 6 minutes (in 400 BCE). 

Just as the range of lunation has changed with time, so has the
mean lunation changed with the passage of time. The current most
accurate estimate of the mean lunation value is given by NASA to 
10 decimal places as 29.5305888531 days. Thus the Gemara’s 2000 
year-old value overestimates the current best scientific calculation by
5.2827E-06 days, or a little less than 1⁄2 a second (i.e., .4564 seconds).
The fact that the Gemara’s lunation value is an overestimate of the
mean and R. Gamliel indicated that it was an underestimate is not prob-
lematic. The mean lunation has been decreasing with the passing of
time.17 Thus, in the Gemara’s time the actual mean lunation was more
than NASA’s current figure. By some estimates the mean lunation was
actually 29.5 days and 793 halakim somewhere around the beginning
of the Common Era. Thus, when R. Gamliel, first century tanna,
asserts having received information from the house of his grandfather,
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he is apparently citing from an old tradition that had been in his family
for a very long time.18 As evidence of the ancient origins of the mean
lunation being 29.5 days and 793 halakim, we note that some attribute
this value to Cidenas who lived about 383 BCE,19 i.e., 500 years before
R. Gamliel. At that point in time over 2500 years ago the actual mean
lunation may very well have exceeded 29.5 days and 793 halakim.20

In summary, we can assume that neither the 1080 helek system nor
29.5 days and 793 halakim were ever meant to yield exact results.21

Rather these values were chosen because they offer flexibility in terms of
divisibility (Rambam) and an exceedingly accurate approximation that
after more than 2500 years is still only off by less than 1⁄2 a second.22

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE CALENDAR

Until the times of Abaye and Rava the determination of the start of
each month was based on testimony of witnesses as to the first sighting
of the new moon.23 During this “sighting” era, a complex series of cal-
culations that began with the determination of the molad was conduct-
ed to determine if visibility was possible on any given night.24 Only if
these calculations indicated the possibility of visibility did the Sanhedrin
convene to consider sighting testimony. It is traditionally accepted25

that under the leadership of Hillel II in 358/359 CE, the “sighting” era
came to an end and a calendar system based on the rules outlined in our
opening section began. Rambam (KH 11:4) asserts that when the shift
was made from sighting to calculation, the determination of the molad
changed from being the first step in a series of calculations to the only
step in the process. It would appear that complexity was dropped for
the sake of simplicity of application. 

THE CURRENT MOLAD: ACTUAL VS ESTIMATE

Although our estimate of the mean lunation differs insignificantly from
the true mean lunation, over long periods of time the cumulative sum
of these monthly differences results in significant differences between
the molad based on 29.5 days and 793 halakim and the true mean con-
junction based on the true mean lunation.

The molad is nowadays about two hours behind the astronomically accu-
rate mean conjunction. . . . This two-hour discrepancy is currently increas-
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ing at a rate of 10 minutes per 100 years (UT), but this rate has not always
been the same. On this basis, molad and accurate mean conjunction are
thought to have coincided around the fourth century CE.26,27

Thus, the true mean conjunction for Tishri 5765 was approximately
Tuesday 11:16 am (not 1:16 pm), and was not a molad zaken based on
the accurate calculation. If so, Rosh ha-Shana 5765 should have begun
on Tuesday, not Thursday. When precision conflicts with decisions
based on prescribed estimated calculations, what are we expected to do,
i.e., was the system designed to be applied without modification in all
situations, or were there expectations that necessary corrections for
accuracy would be applied? 

The question we pose for year 5765, while not unique, is relatively
uncommon. In the almost 1650 years since the sighting system was
abandoned in 358/359, this situation has occurred approximately 28
times, the last time being in 2000 for the Jewish year 5761. A list of the
28 years, the molad of Tishri based on the standard calculation tech-
nique for each year, and the day in the week in which the molad
occurred is given in Table 1.28 Note that this situation:

1) occurred for the first time almost 200 years after the suspension 
of the sighting system,

2) occurred only five times in the first 700 years after the suspen-
sion of the sighting system,

3) is generally increasing in frequency with the passage of time,
4) last occurred before the 21st century in 1926, and
5) is already occurring for the second time in the 21st century.
In reviewing the dates of Table 1 it is interesting to note patterns of

years in which the phenomenon we are investigating occurs. Note that the
28 occurrences can be partitioned into the following two distinct groups:

1) isolated years where individual examples of the phenomenon 
occur; 

2) couplets of cases that occur four years apart. 
There are 10 examples of the first group, i.e., 553, 738, 783, 1145,

1375, 1408, 1655, 1700, 1778, 1860; and nine examples of the second
group, i.e., 923-927, 1186-1190, 1330-1334, 1515-1519, 1593-1597,
1675-1679, 1840-1844, 1922-1926, 2000-2004.

The year 2004 is thus the second part of the ninth couplet. The
first such couplet occurred in 923-927 and involved a fascinating, little
understood and much discussed dispute between the leading Palestinian
and Babylonian Rabbis of the time.
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Table 1

YEARS IN WHICH A MOLAD BASED ON THE TRUE MEAN

LUNATION MAY HAVE BEEN BEFORE NOON

358 TO THE PRESENT

Year Molad Tishri Time Day of Week

553 12:15 Tuesday
738 12:14 Thursday
783 12:29 Monday
923 12:13 Shabbat
927 12:12 Thursday

1145 12:30 Tuesday
1186 12:46 Monday
1190 12:45 Shabbat
1330 12:29 Thursday
1334 12:28 Tuesday
1375 12:44 Monday
1408 1:02 Thursday
1515 12:28 Shabbat
1519 12:27 Thursday
1593 1:02 Shabbat
1597 1:00 Thursday
1655 12:12 Thursday
1675 1:34 Thursday
1679 1:33 Tuesday
1700 12:27 Monday
1778 1:01 Monday
1840 12:11 Shabbat
1844 12:10 Thursday
1860 1:33 Shabbat
1922 12:44 Thursday
1926 12:42 Tuesday
2000 1:17 Thursday
2004 1:16 Tuesday
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SAADIA GAON AND BEN MEIR

In 921/922 there was a dispute between Saadia Gaon and Ben Meir as
to when Rosh ha-Shana should start in 922. The molad of Tishri in year
921 (the start of a Jewish leap year) was Wednesday 5:32 am and Rosh
ha-Shana began on Thursday. As we have previously discussed, for the
Jewish year that began in 923 the molad of Tishri was Shabbat 12:13
pm. Based on the standard rule, this was a molad zaken and Rosh ha-
Shana in 923 should have started on Monday. Going back to 922, the
molad of Tishri was Tuesday 3 am and 441 halakim. Generally, this
would mean that Rosh ha-Shana 922, which was the start of a plain year,
would be Tuesday. This, however, is impossible because a plain year can-
not have the 356 days necessary for the year to start on Tuesday and end
on Sunday.29 Rambam (KH 7:4) says that because of this problem,
whenever a plain year has a starting molad of Tuesday, the cutoff point
for delaying the onset of Rosh ha-Shana is not 12 noon, but rather
Tuesday 3 am and 204 halakim. Thus, according to the standard rules:

Rosh ha-Shana Day Type of year
921 Thursday leap, shelema
922 Thursday plain, ke-sidran
923 Monday plain, hasera
924 Thursday

Ben Meir, head of the academy in Erets Yisrael disagreed. Without
offering any justification for his position, he set the cut-off point for a
molad zaken at 642 halakim (35 minutes and 40 seconds) after noon.
By eliminating the 923 molad zaken he also eliminated the need for the
application in 922 of the KH 7:4 deferral. Thus, according to his rule:

Rosh ha-Shana Day Type of year
921 Thursday leap, hasera
922 Tuesday plain, ke-sidran
923 Shabbat plain, shelema
924 Thursday

The first position was championed by Saadia Gaon who wrote let-
ters during 921/922 to Ben Meir demanding that the ruling in Erets
Yisrael be rescinded.30 Ben Meir refused to reconsider and challenged
Saadia Gaon’s standing in the matter. He claimed that the declaration
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of the New Year was entirely within the purview of the bet din of Erets
Yisrael and that even if they erred in their decision, their ruling must be
followed. This argument is based on Rosh ha-Shana (25a) and was
eventually formalized by Rambam KH (2:10) as follows: 

Bet din that declared a new month, whether they made an inadvertent
mistake, an error, or an accidental mistake, the month is sanctified and
everyone is obligated to set the holidays according to the way they set
the month. Even though someone knows that they made a mistake, it is
obligatory to rely on them because this was only given over to them.
And the one who commanded to observe the holidays also commanded
to rely on them, as it says “that they will call. . . .”

The issue was not resolved by the start of Tishri 922 and the Jewish
world split, with people from Erets Yisrael and Egypt following the
decision of the Sages in Erets Yisrael, while Jews of Bavel and the rest of
the world, for the most part, followed the ruling of Saadia Gaon. By the
time the next similar situation arose in 927, the issue seems to have
been settled in favor of Saadia Gaon.

While the story of the dispute is a matter of record, there is no
agreement on

1) the underlying reason for the dispute,
2) Saadia Gaon’s persistence in his disagreement in light of the 

apparently clear halakhic rule legitimizing even an errant ruling 
of the court, nor

3) the reason for the specific amount of extra time, i.e., 642 
halakim (almost 36 minutes) suggested by Ben Meir.

Political as well as halakhic reasons for all of these issues have been
proposed and debated.31 To the best of our knowledge, none of these
explanations mention our observation that while the molad may have
been after 12 noon, the true mean conjunction was before noon.32

Indeed, the two most well known astronomical works extant in the
early 10th century calculated the true mean conjunction for 923 to be
before 12 noon, i.e., according to al Battani33 it was 11:18am, and
according to Ptolemy34 it was 11:48am.35

Since the question we pose for the year 5765 is a fundamental ques-
tion that directly addresses the nature of the calendar system, and since
in the relatively early years of the calendar we find such a situation aris-
ing and a strongly contested dispute between leaders of the generation,
we conjecture that it is exactly the issue we have posed with respect to
5765 that was driving the debate, i.e., Saadia Gaon held that the
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methodology for determining Rosh ha-Shana was to be based on a
molad using 29.5 days and 793 halakim even in the infrequent cases
when an accurate calculation would have shown the molad to be before
noon, while Ben Meir, based on the calculation of the true astronomical
mean, held that the system was never intended to ignore infrequent but
easily correctible approximation inaccuracies.36

While the apparent agreement that the true accurate mean conjunc-
tion in the year 923 was before 12 noon may explain why Ben Meir
held that there was no molad zaken that year, the known estimates of
the accurate mean conjunction do not directly explain the source of his
642 halakim (36 minute) “buffer,” i.e., al Battani’s—11:18—yields a
55 minute difference (12:13-11:18), and Ptolemy’s—11:48—yields a
25 minute difference (12:13-11:48). The fact of the matter, however, is
that Ben Meir’s 36 value lies within the mid-range of the two most
authoritative astronomical works of his time and can easily be conceived
as having been derived from some sort of interpolation of the two val-
ues set forth by these works.37

Based on our explanation of Ben Meir’s “buffer,” the 642 halakim
is not a constant and increases with the passage of time. The dynamic
nature of the buffer also resolves a difficulty raised by Landau38 that
previously in 783 there was a discrepancy of less than 642 halakim
(molad of 12 noon and 521 halakim—12:29 PM) and we have no
record of anyone suggesting an additional 36 minutes buffer for that
year.39 Landau surmises that perhaps it was the long period of time
between 783 and 923 that made the debate appear as new in 923.
Based on our contention that the 642 halakim buffer is not a constant
but depends on the molad/true accurate mean conjunction relationship,
783 does not present a problem. According to Ptolemy’s 25 minute dif-
ference in 923, the accurate mean conjunction of 783 was certainly
before 12:29. Similarly pro-rating Ben Meir’s own 36 minute buffer of
923 back to 783, yields a differential of less than 28 minutes. Thus, the
12:29 molad of 783 is zaken even according to Ben Meir.40,41

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we discussed an infrequently occurring anomaly in our cal-
endar system. We suggested that those who established the calendar sys-
tem could well have been aware of the inaccuracy of using 793 halakim,
and as such were faced with the dilemma of: 
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1) introducing a calendar that ignored minor, infrequently occur-
ring inaccuracies, or 

2) entrusting the calendar to a cadre of hand chosen elders, teaching
them how to update the system and make necessary adjustments, and
expecting each generation of elders to transmit the adjustment knowl-
edge to their successors.

We showed that this issue might have surfaced on a practical basis
for the first time in 923, when all contemporary astronomical data for
that year showed that the molad of Tishri would be after noon but the
true accurate mean conjunction would be before noon. Since it is well
documented that a heated debate ensued that year between two leaders
of the Jewish community as to when Rosh ha-Shana was to start, we
posited that Saadia Gaon held that minor inaccuracies were to be
ignored while Ben Meir opted for accuracy corrections. The dispute was
ultimately settled in favor of disregarding the infrequently occurring
minor inaccuracies. That the issue became subsequently moot is clear
from the fact that Rambam, who was familiar with the work of al
Battani and aware of the discrepancy between the two new moon calcu-
lations in his time, never discusses it.42 We assume that had the issue not
been conclusively settled earlier, Rambam would at least have made
some mention of it. 

We have also demonstrated that the kevi’at ha-hodesh anomalies we
are discussing occurred infrequently in the more distant past but have
become more frequent with the passing of time. Assuming that the cur-
rent mean lunation as calculated by NASA remains unchanged at its
current level, our molad will continue to lose about 1 hour of accuracy
in just under 650 years.43 Statistically speaking, every additional hour
discrepancy between our molad and the accurate mean conjunction
increases the probability of a molad zaken anomaly occurring by about
1.8%.44 Thus after 650 years, each subsequent century would on the
average be expected to have an additional two anomalies. This means,
for example, that the current average of four anomalies per century
could rise to an average of six in less than 650 years. In this vein, we
also mentioned that in only the first five years of the 21st century, the
molad zaken anomaly happens twice. Looking to the near future, we
can expect a second such couplet to occur in 2025 and 2029, and an
additional isolated such event in 2045.

While even an increase in the frequency of the molad zaken anom-
aly per se presents no problem to our lunar calendar system, a continual
steady drift of the molad ahead in time would eventually present a prob-
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lem in the more distant future. Since the molad is tied in to the first
sighting of the new moon, by declaring Rosh ha-Shana based on a
molad that continues to imply later and later estimates of when the first
sighting will actually occur, we might eventually reach a situation where
the new moon is actually visible considerably before Rosh ha-Shana.
Based on Arakhin 9a, no halakhically legitimate lunar system can allow
the new moon of Tishri to be visible two45 nights before Rosh ha-Shana
and some halakhic accommodation in determining the calendar will
have to be made.46,47

We note in closing that this is not the only problem that will have
to be addressed in our calendar. Our current schedule of having seven
leap years in every 19 year cycle, has the lunar year gaining between 4.5
and five days every millennium. As a result, the start of Pesah continues
to be delayed later and later. If no corrections are eventually made,
Pesah will ultimately begin in the summer and violate the requirement
that it start in springtime. While it is possible that the molad problem
may resolve itself (i.e., the accurate mean lunation begins to increase in
time),48 given enough time the leap year problem is unavoidable. 

APPENDIX

Calculating A Minimum Time Differential Between 
Our Molad and a Molad Based on a Calculation 

Using the True Mean Lunation

Given year 358<X<2000, our molad could have separated from a molad
based on the true mean lunation by at most .4564 seconds per month
(i.e., .4564 is based on our current NASA value which is smaller than
the true mean lunation was in the past) for each month in the interval.
Hence, the maximum growth, in seconds, in the differential since year
X is given by: 

.4564*(2000-X)*(12+7/19)
where 12+7/19 is the average number of months in a year. For exam-
ple, for year 1375 the maximum the differential could have grown by is:

.4564*625*(12+7/19) = 3,528 seconds = 58.8 minutes.
To get the most conservative estimate we will assume that in year

2000 the differential is 2 hours-17 minutes. Thus in the year 1375 the
difference must have been at least:

120-17-58.8= 44.2 minutes.
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Table 2

MINIMUM DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN OUR MOLAD AND A MOLAD

CALCULATED BASED ON THE TRUE MEAN LUNATION

358 TO THE PRESENT

Year Time of Minimum 
CalculatedMolad Differential at Least

x Minutes Earlier

553 12:15
738 12:14
783 12:29
923 12:13 1.7
927 12:12 2.0

1145 12:30 22.6
1186 12:46 26.4
1190 12:45 26.8
1330 12:29 40.0
1334 12:28 40.3
1375 12:44 44.2
1408 1:02 47.3
1515 12:28 57.4
1519 12:27 57.7
1593 1:02 64.7
1597 1:00 65.1
1655 12:12 70.5
1675 1:34 72.4
1679 1:33 72.8
1700 12:27 74.8
1778 1:01 82.1
1840 12:11 87.9
1844 12:10 88.3
1860 1:33 89.8
1922 12:44 95.7
1926 12:42 96.0
2000 1:17 103.0
2004 1:16 103.4
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NOTES

1. See e.g. Rambam Mishne Torah, Zemanim, Hilkhot Kiddush ha-Hodesh
(KH) chapters 5 through 8. For simplicity and clarity we present here only
the two major rules used to determine Rosh ha-Shana. In KH 7:4-5
Rambam gives two additional minor rules.  

2. There is also an astronomical mean conjunction. The difference between
the calendric and astronomical mean conjunctions will be discussed in
detail later.

3. I.e., 29.5 days, 44 minutes and 31⁄3 seconds. In this system an hour is com-
posed of 1080 halakim rather than our conventional 3,600 seconds, and
one helek is 31⁄3 seconds. The reason for choosing the helek as the unit of
time is discussed in the next section. 

4. In practice the time of the molad is updated each month by adding 29.5
days and 793 halakim to the previous month’s molad. The molad of any
month, past or future, can be calculated by subtracting/adding the appro-
priate number of multiples of 29.5 days and 793 halakim to the molad of
the current month. If one calculates back to the beginning of Year 1 on the
Jewish calendar, the molad of the first Tishri was BeHaRaD, i.e., day 2, 5
hours and 204 halakim, or Sunday 11:11:20 pm. 

5. If this alternating rule were fixed with no exceptions, then each 12-month
year would have 354 days (29*6+30*6) and the average monthly length
would be exactly 29.5 days, or slightly less than the 29.5 days and 793
halakim that our system is based on. 

6. The first actual calendar difference would be whether there is a 30th of
Marheshvan.

7. In non-Jewish sources this number goes back considerably before R.
Gamliel. We will discuss these other sources later.

8. I.e., two thirds of an hour is 720 halakim. Adding 73 halakim gives 793
halakim. We have quoted the Gemara as it appears in our standard texts. It
is also quite clear that at least some Rishonim had our reading, e.g. see
Meiri. In this paper we limit our concern to whether this text is consistent
with current astronomical knowledge. We will show that it is. For a variety
of reasons there are suggestions dating back to the 16th century that the
words in the text beyond 29 days (i.e., and a half, two-thirds of an hour and

Table 2 gives these minimum values for each of the years in Table 1.
In any year where the amount of time the molad exceeds 12 noon is less
than the minimum differential, the year definitely is an example of the
type of anomaly we have been discussing in this paper.  
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seventy-three halakim) are a later interpolation, e.g. S. Stern, Calendar and
Community (Oxford Press 2001), p. 201. Whether or not the text should
be omitted for these other considerations is beyond the scope of this paper.

9. Throughout this paper we will rely on facts from scientifically reputable
sources (see KH 17:24) and attempt to demonstrate that there is nothing in
the Gemara or in our calendar system that is incompatible with these facts.

10. Mathematically this follows from 1080 being written in terms of the multi-
plication of its primes as 23*33*5. Note that Rambam gives the integers
that are divisors of 1080 in the following non-linear sequence: 2, 4, 8, 3,
6, 9, 5, 10. If you assume that he decomposed 1080 into its multiplication
of primes as we have done, then reading the primes from left to right yields
Rambam’s sequence. 

11. Rambam does not say who broke the hour into 1080 parts or why it is
desirable for the number of parts to be divisible by so many integers.
Arukh ha-Shulhan ha-Atid 1:97:4 explains Rambam’s statement as follows: 

Because the {calendrical} molad in a large majority of the cases is in
the middle of an hour, and you need to know the partitions of the
hour so that there should be within each partition some whole num-
ber without using fractions.

I.e., so as to allow the kevi’at ha-hodesh system itself to deal only in inte-
gers. Alternatively, Rambam may not be referring to the halakim but
rather to a generally accepted convention of using 1080 so that for practi-
cal purposes, whenever anyone is dealing with a fraction of an hour they
can express it in integer form.  

12. 360=23*32*5 and 720=24*32*5.
13. See e.g. Sefer ha-Ibbur (2.2) by Rabbi Avraham Bar Hiyya ha-Nasi of

Barcelona, Spain, a work composed circa 1123.
14. Meiri considers this an exact lunation value and says that the Gemara

means that it is “no less than nor no more than” this figure. As we will
show, this is not in agreement with the facts of lunation.

15. J. Meeus, Astronomical Algorithms (Richmond Virginia, 1991), p. 324,
and Y. Loewinger, Parshat Bo 1997, Daf Shevu’i no. 116.

16. This information is available at http://snahle.tripod.com/moon.htm
17. See, e.g., Loewinger. The detailed explanation of why this number has

been decreasing is beyond the scope of this paper. For those looking for a
more in depth understanding, see, e.g., Explanatory Supplement to the
Astronomical Almanac 1992 (pp. 83, 576-577), and Y. Loewinger,
“Shelosha Sugei Hamoldot,” Sinai, 1996, vol. 118, pp. 71-82. We must also
add at this point a cautionary note about making projections about the
length of future true mean lunations. See, e.g., Stern, page 112 note 42,
and page 209 note 220. While the past relationship between the molad and
the true mean conjunction is known, the future remains uncertain. 

18. Both in our case and in another comment from R. Gamliel in Rosh ha-
Shana 25a about the length of a lunar month being of variable duration,
R. Gamliel uses the expression that something was “handed down from
the house of my grandfather.” One would assume that this does not mean
to imply that the fact originated with his grandfather. Rather it means that
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it was known from ancient antiquity. See Tosafot Bava Metsia 59b that this
expression refers to the House of David. 

19. See N. Dershowitz and M. Reingold, Calendrical Calculations
(Cambridge University Press, 1997), page 87. 

20. The antiquity of the estimate is made even longer, more than 3300 years,
if you accept the conjecture of the Arukh ha-Shulhan previously men-
tioned that that the entire concept of the 1080 subdivision “was also
received at Sinai.” 

21. Returning to the question of the choice of the division of an hour into
1080 parts, even if 29.5 days and 793 halakim is an approximation, it does
not invalidate the Gaon’s explanation. Firstly, at one point in time this
number was exact and it is possible that the 1080 division was introduced
at that time. However, even if 793 of 1080 was not an exact value at the
time of its introduction, and the breakdown of an hour into a different
number of parts would have been more accurate or even exact, the other
possible subdivisions with the exception of 360 and 720 do not possess the
divisibility property mentioned by the Rambam. If we then narrow our
choices only to these subdivisions, the division into 1080 gives at least as
good an approximation. 

22. As a point of information, the subdivision into 1080 parts yields a current
approximation of the true NASA value that is four times as accurate as any
integer approximation based on an hourly division into 360 or 720 parts. 

23. Rambam, KH 5:3
24. Rambam, KH 6:1, chapter 11, chapter 17.
25. Attributed to Rav Hai Gaon in a responsum dating to 992 as recorded by

Rabbi Avraham Bar Hiya in Sefer ha-Ibbur (3.7). Although Rambam makes
no mention of Hillel II, his timing of the event is consistent with Rav Hai
Gaon’s chronology.

26. Loewinger, Sinai, page 75. Note that had the present rate of separation of
ten minutes per 100 years been constant since the time of Hillel II about
1650 years ago, the current difference between the molad and true accu-
rate mean conjunction would be close to two hours and 45 minutes and
not the ascribed two hours. 

27. There is some disagreement as to the current difference between the
molad and the true accurate mean conjunction. According to J. J. Ajdler,
“The Equation of Time in Ancient Jewish Astronomy,” BDD 16, Tamuz
5765, July 2005) it is about two hours and 15 minutes. According to a
recent correction by Loewinger to his 1996 Sinai article, it is two hours +
17 minutes, i.e., somewhere between 1:43 to 2:17. This paper presents a
conceptual framework of a calendar related problem. Our interest is in
identifying specific years in which a difference between the molad and the
true accurate mean conjunction will create this calendar problem. The
results of our analysis are the same regardless of which value we take within
the two hours + 17 minute range. For the sake of simplicity we have there-
fore arbitrarily chosen to use the approximate mid-point of two hours.
When warranted we will, however, mention how the range of possible val-
ues might possibly alter our conclusions.

28. Table 1 only considers situations where the molad zaken is on a day that
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affects the scheduling of Rosh ha-Shana. Hence it does not consider
moladot zekenim which occur on Sunday, Wednesday or Friday. We say that
it occurs approximately 28 times because the true mean lunation decreases
with time and we do not know the precise true mean lunation for every
point in time during the almost 1650 years since 358. Thus, in some of
these 28 instances a molad based on the true mean lunation may also have
been after noon. Note also that we have only included years for which the
molad was definitely after 12 and the true accurate mean conjunction
might possibly have been before 12. Thus we consider years in the 1600’s
when the molad was more than one and a half hours after noon, but would
not consider years in the 900’s whose molad was that late; i.e., in the latter
case not enough time had elapsed so that the difference between the
molad and the true accurate mean conjunction could differ by more than
90 minutes. A more precise mathematical treatment of the years included
in Table 1 will be discussed later and appears in the Appendix (Table 2). 

29. See opening section that all plain years have either 353, 354 or 355 days.
30. As another point of coincidence, note that the first year in which differ-

ences between Saadia Gaon and Ben Meir occurred was 921. The Jewish
Calendar is based on a recurring 19 year cycle with years 3, 6, 8, 11, 14,
17, 19 being leap years (see KH 6:11). The Jewish Year spanning
921/922 was the 8th year in the 19-year cycle. So is 5765. 

31. See, e.g., M. M. Kasher, Torah Shelema (New York, 1949), volume 13,
chapter 9 and Stern section 5.4.4 for a summary of the literature. See also
Y. G. Bechhofer, “Molad Zaken: The Dispute Between Saadia Gaon and
Rav Aharon Ben Meir,” Yeshurun 2002, pp. 597-605. Many relate the 642
halakim to a similar figure given in Tosafot Rosh ha-Shana 8a, le-Tekufat.

32. Stern, p. 274 does cite an unpublished paper by Loewinger who proposed
that the 642 halakim was based on a mean conjunction inferred from the
work of the Syrian-Arab astronomer al Battani that may have been consid-
ered more accurate. We will shortly discuss the al Battani mean conjunc-
tion for 923.

33. Early tenth century. He died in 928.
34. Second century astronomer and author of the Almagest.
35. Including a 22 minute adjustment for the difference in time between

Alexandria and Jerusalem.
36. In this scenario Saadia Gaon was aware of the inaccuracy of the estimate

and was arguing against using it anyway. Alternatively, one could posit that
Saadia was unaware of the inaccuracy used in the molad calculations and
therefore argued with the decision. This latter possibility could perhaps
explain why Ben Meir refused to share any information about the origins
of his extra 642 halakim buffer. H. Malter, Saadia Gaon: His Life and
Works (Philadelphia, 1942) pp. 70-88, writes that Ben Meir:

. . . claimed to be a descendant of the Patriarchs the House of Hillel
mentioning particularly R. Gamliel and R. Yehuda Hanasi as his pro-
genitors. 

In Rosh ha-Shana 25a the Gemara tells of a dispute between R. Gamliel
and R. Yehoshua concerning the feasibility of having a sighting of the
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moon on a certain evening. Rambam in Perush ha-Mishnayot says that R.
Gamliel was correct because he had the most accurate calculations.
Rambam’s explanation is analogous and consistent with the argument that
we suggest R. Gamliel’s self-described descendant is making in 921, i.e.,
the 793 figure overstates the true mean lunation time and the accurate
true mean conjunction is thus earlier than the traditionally calculated one.
In the Gemara’s case, R. Gamliel argues that the moon could be seen even
though R. Yehoshua based on his calculations said that it could not, but R.
Gamliel does not offer to share his more detailed knowledge handed down
for generations in his family with the other hakhamim. This extra informa-
tion belongs to what Rambam calls Sod ha-Ibbur, and was generally not
shared with others not directly involved in the decision making process
(See KH 11:4). An interesting demonstration of the unwillingness to share
fundamental kiddush ha-hodesh principles and/or reasons with others not
involved in calendar making decisions is given in Sukka 54b by R. Hananel
who says that R. Meir was not privy to information about Lo ADU Rosh,
even though in Megilla 18b he was one of a very few permitted to set up
calendars outside of Erets Yisrael. 

Our explanation of the dispute also offers a justification for Saadia
Gaon’s challenge to what he considered an incorrect kevi’at ha-hodesh deci-
sion. Ramban, Sefer ha-Mitsvot, Mitsva 153 says that the months in our
calendar were sanctified in 358 by the bet din that set up the calendar sys-
tem. Thus, the bet din of Ben Meir was not rendering an independent
decision but rather transmitting the decision of the bet din of 358 and was
therefore not covered by KH 2:10. Bechhofer makes this point and also
mentions the justification offered by Saadia Gaon himself based on his
claim that originally kevi’at ha-hodesh was done by calculation. Saadia
Gaon’s own expressed justification is in direct opposition to that of
Rambam and Ramban. Rambam Perush ha-Mishnayot RH 2:7 wrote the
following about the views expressed by Saadia Gaon about kevi’at ha-
hodesh:

. . . I do not believe he who said this believes it, but rather his intent
was to thrust back at his disputant in any way he could, correctly or
not, because he could find no escape from the attack in the debate. 

37. For those inclined to believe that the designers of the Jewish calendar were
privy to an even more accurate calculation system than that formulated by
the most expert contemporary astronomers of their time, we can demon-
strate that based on current knowledge the true mean conjunction of 923
would have been later than al Battani’s 11:18 am value. As previously cited,
Loewinger contends that the molad and accurate mean conjunction coin-
cided around the fourth century. Assuming the most liberal interpretation
of fourth century as the year 300, if al Battani is correct then 623 years after
coinciding (i.e., 923-300), the accurate mean conjunction and the molad
diverged by 55 minutes. Since the mean lunation has been decreasing with
the passing of time, the separation between the molad and the accurate
mean conjunction would have been increasing at a faster rate with the pass-
ing of time. Thus, if in the first 623 years the difference between the two
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grew to 55 minutes, in the 1,077 years since Ben Meir (i.e., from 923 to
2000) the molad and accurate mean conjunction would have increased by at
least 95 minutes (i.e., 55*1077/623). This would then put the current dif-
ference between the two estimates at more than two hours and 30 minutes,
or more than 13 minutes higher than the largest estimate of the current dif-
ference in the year 2000 of two hours + 17 minutes. Assuming a constant
increase in the difference between the molad and the true mean conjunc-
tion, the difference in 923 would have to have been between 38 and 50
minutes. However, since the difference has in fact been increasing at a faster
rate, the true difference in 923 would have to have been lower than the 38
to 50 minute range. The “buffer” of 36 is then certainly within the range of
possible differences in the year 923. 

38. http://www.geocities.com/Athens/1584. 
39. Stern (196) deduces from a letter written by the exilarch in 836 that the

rule of molad zaken was not yet observed at that time. If so, Landau’s
observation is moot. However, based on Borenstein’s simple understanding
of what the exilarch wrote (see Stern footnote 159) as well as J. J. Ajdler,
“Rav Safra and the Second Festival Day: Lessons About the Evolution of
the Jewish Calendar,” (to be published in a forthcoming Tradition), the let-
ter sheds no light on the molad zaken rule. We will demonstrate that even if
the molad zaken rule existed in the 8th century (as Ajdler argues) it causes
no problem for the Ben Meir 642 halakim buffer.

40. Note that as opposed to Ptolemy’s and Ben Meir’s calculations, according
to al Battani, 783, like 923, had a post-noon molad and pre-noon true
accurate mean conjunction. However, as we argued previously, al Battani’s
true accurate mean conjunction values are too high. The only year prior to
923 for which a molad zaken might have had a true accurate mean con-
junction before noon is 738 when the molad was 12:14. However, the val-
ues in this case are very close and require further analysis. 

41. To determine whether the other years in Table 1 are possible anomaly
years, we can calculate a minimum cut-off value for each of the years by
realizing that if NASA’s mean lunation value had been the true value since
a given year, the sum of the additional time after noon available in that
year (i.e., the cut-off) plus the additional slippage from then until the year
2000 must at least equal the current difference between the molad and
true accurate mean conjunction. A clearer presentation of this argument is
given in the Appendix. Based on these figures only 16 of the 28 years listed
in Table 1 are definite anomalies and the rest require further analysis. 

42. Rambam lived from 1135 to 1204. From Table 1 we see that the issue of
molad zaken we have been discussing occurred in 923, the year of the dis-
pute between Saadia Gaon and Ben Meir, and again four years later. It
next occurred in 1145 when Rambam was ten years old and twice more in
his lifetime, i.e., 1186 and 1190. It then did not occur again for over 140
years. Since this was a real, and not hypothetical issue in Rambam’s life-
time, it is logical to assume that Rambam was well aware of it, and his
silence on the matter indicates that he concluded that this situation
should not be treated differently. It is interesting to note that in KH 9:5
Rambam discusses how to calculate tekufat Shmuel and offers an illustra-
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tive example from the Jewish calendar year 4930. Some commentators
(e.g., Sichos in English: Excerpts of Sichos delivered by The Lubavitcher
Rebbe, vol. 21, Iyar-Tammuz, 5744) raise the question of why Rambam
chose 4930 for his example when Hilkhot Kiddush ha-Hodesh was written
in 4938 (see KH 11:16). Note that 4930 corresponds to 1170 CE and is
exactly 247 years after the dispute in 923. It is well known (see e.g. Luhot
ha-Ibbur, Tur Orah Hayyim 428) that in 247 years (i.e., 13 cycles of 19
years), the Jewish lunar calendar system recycles such that the molad for
each month is only 905 halakim earlier from where it was 247 years
before. In effect this means that the yearly patterns for the most part
duplicate themselves every 247 years. The only exception to this rule is
when a molad Tishri is less than 905 halakim after noon on a Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday or Shabbat. In this case, in the first cycle we have a
molad zaken and Rosh ha-Shana is delayed, while in the next cycle the
molad is before noon and no deferral is necessary. As previously discussed,
molad Tishri in 923 was Shabbat 624 halakim after noon and Rosh ha-
Shana was delayed until Monday by Saadia Gaon. However, in 1170
molad Tishri was 281 halakim before noon on Shabbat and Rosh ha-
Shana thus began on Shabbat. 

43. Because a number of different factors are involved in determining the
relationship between the calendrical mean lunation and the true mean
lunation, it is impossible to say definitively whether the latter will contin-
ue in the future to decrease with respect to the former (see endnote 17).
However, assuming no further decrease in the true mean lunation, the
differential will continue to increase by .4564 seconds every month. Every
19 year period has 12 plain years and seven leap years, or
12*12+7*13=235 months. Thus in 19 years the differential grows by
107.25 seconds (i.e., 235*.4564) or 1.79 minutes, and in 100 years by
just under 9.5 minutes. 

44. Based on the calendar rules, the only days we need be concerned with a
molad zaken are Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Shabbat. However, we
need not be concerned with a Monday of a plain year following a leap year,
(KH 7:5), nor with a Tuesday in a regular year (KH 7:4). Assuming that
the time of day at which the molad occurs is randomly distributed over the
day (Note: Although the distribution of the times of the molad is not truly
random, this assumption leads to estimates that are accurate enough for
our purposes) the probability of a molad falling between 12 noon and 1
pm and being considered for a molad zaken is
(1/24)*((2/7)+(1/7)*(12/19)+(1/7)*(7/19))= (1/24)*(3/7) = 1.79%.

Hence, this anomaly would be expected to happen on the average less
than twice a century. To check these numbers, we note that since the start
of the calendar system, i.e., 358 to 2004, the expected number of times
that molad Tishri should fall between noon and 1 pm is between 29 and
30 (i.e., (2004-358)*.0179). In fact it happened 25 times. These 25 times
include the 19 listed in Table 1 as well as the following six years and times
that were omitted from Table 1 because it was clear that even a molad cal-
culated based on a true lunation would be after 12 noon.
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Year Molad Day of Week
409 12:32 Shabbat
413 12:31 Thursday
594 12:31 Monday
598 12:30 Shabbat
1001 12:47 Shabbat
1005 12:46 Thursday

45. The Gemara finds a discrepancy of one night acceptable. A one-day dis-
crepancy in our current system is rare but possible (KH 5:2). A more com-
plete discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this paper. 

46. Landau calculates that it will take 15,305 years to cause a shift of one com-
plete day in the molad. See www.geocities.com/Athens/1584/Moladot7. 

47. Does this violate Rambam KH 5:2? See Hazon Ish, Rosh ha-Shana 140. 
48. See note 17 above.


